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50 ANIMAL PATTERNS TO COLOR This adult coloring reserve has over 50 animal patterns and provides hours of stress
relief through creative expression. Designs range in complexity and fine detail from beginner to expert-level. It features
small andbig creatures from forests, oceans, deserts and grasslands.
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VERY DETAILED GREAT BOOK Great Great Fun pictures to color Lots of fun pictures for adults to color. Love the pictures
incorporated with this Love the pictures incorporated with this. Unlike a lot of the pet based books, the images of the
animals in that one are drawn in a mosaic style which allows for maximum creativeness. When I've used non-mosaic,
field instruction style coloring books, I've worried about trying to help make the animals a precise color... thus defeating
the purposes of the book in the first place (stress alleviation and having a great time coloring). Also, ever since the
coloring craze got hold, plenty of books have skyrocketed in price. And it does! The pages are only printed using one side,
and that means you don’t possess to be worried about bleed-through if you use markers. I was very happy to find this
one on Amazon for a good deal.! The pictures turn out beautifully with any kind of color chosen for the pictures. I love
animals so I thought this book in particular would be most effective for me. This helps it be even simpler to prevent
bleeds to the next picture.!! I actually wanted something that I could just pick-up and put down as period permitted. I
was focusing on the color by numbers, but you can't just leave without putting the paints aside and cleaning up any
mess. The pictures in this book are amazing!! Who ever designed them also gets 5 celebrities!! You can find as detailed
and innovative as you wish - or not. Nice Variety, Bold Designs I've been "in" to coloring for under a year today, and I've
become pretty picky with regards to which books I'd like for my coloring publication collection.We purchased the
Crayola twistable colored pencils in the 30 pack and discover that they work nicely with the reserve. I also especially
like that this "adult" coloring publication does NOT come with adult vocabulary or sexual innuendoes. Disappointing -
many things wrong with it, never relaxing There is lots of black in the drawings, so in many there isn't that much to
color, the black overpowers everything. It has deep, dark outlines and will be offering a variety of complex patterns
balanced with web pages that provide you chance to just color big areas. I like that the gel pens do not bleed through to
another page; plus, I specifically like that there no pictures to color on the trunk sides of the picture webpages. Love,
love, like this book! I want books that have variety and patterns, along with an opportunity to use splashy gel pens. They
appear to be they can only really support colored pencils but I took markers to it simply fine. I just wanted to let others
understand that if you're like me, you will not discover that in this reserve labeled "adult. It has great images to color
and is okay for teenagers.! I received a sample of this item in the mail for my honest, unbiased review. I'd purchase
again. I think everyone will be able to possess a reserve they like, so if others like this type of theme, I'm great with it.
Quality Paper and the book has so many great templates to color. It has great images to color and is okay for teens Even
though this says adult coloring publication, I ordered it for a teen." While I'm not fond of pages that have an over-
abundance of black-and-white pre-shading, this book at least doesn't overload in the amount of pre-shaded pages.
Quality Paper When I opened the publication the first thing I noticed was that the pages were super thin and light. Love
it Its great, kills period nice design . This book gives you all that. In some pages, the ink seems to have been weaker, so it
is medium gray rather than black.The quality of the paper is poor, so pencils usually do not color evenly and lastly, each
and every time I tried to tear out a page, it tore the drawing as well because it is indeed close to the edges.For the
drawings themselves, almost seems like whoever come up with this publication didn't have coloring at heart. See
pictures for examples. This is a really fun adult coloring book. The reason it received 4 superstars is because some of the
photos outlines are grey rather than black which bothers my eyes and it just don't look the same (personal opinion)
1-sided pages = zero bleeding marker ink Got this as a de-escalation option for my 8-12 months old niece, and she loves
it (I suspect mostly because it’s an “adult” coloring book). Stress relieving I purchased this book along with some colored
pencils because We had a few friends try it and say it really helps. I thought the photos themselves were done well. I
could see myself going for a good thirty minutes to color one page “properly”. Maybe I should just buy another book for
me! Great! Pretty pictures, adult parents will enjoy! It isn't overly complicated like some other coloring books like this.
Wife loves it! Even after ten minutes I experienced better and much less anxious. In all, that is a 5-star publication that I
would suggest to anyone. Wife totally loves this book, I absolutely love the end results. Requires a while to color them,
but they are perfect once finished. She has completely enjoyed everyone picture she has colored so far. They turn out
great and she appears to be happy with selection.Fun and lots to color!
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